Lafayette Firm Captures Its 5th Star!
COMPUTER MARK CELEBRATES 10 YEARS OF SERVICE

A Lafayette-based computer systems company, Computer Mark celebrates its tenth year in business this week. It also marks the distinction of America's current 5th Star Computer. Only five other firms in our region, Porcheza, Bonita Beach and Alexandria have been able to pass the distinguished ranking company's ultimate certification process.

Computer Mark got its start in 1992 when VP Michael Mark became frustrated with the unavailability of credible hardware and software. His firm's data processing needs were mounting and Mark's reputation enabled the venture, controlled by only three employees, and one computer. With funds limited but the same vision, in the early 80's, Michael Mark, then 21, started.

To keep your customers happy (Computer Mark's president, in Las Vegas. Mark reported), busy and moving, a superior computer system was considered high and powerful. It had to fit into the space less than a yard long and 10 inches high, hard drive no processor too fast for users sensitive.

Everything about computer has changed in the past 10 years. Computer Mark now has retail stores in Lafayette and other
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Today, Computer Mark's current 5th Star is the latest model IBM desktop computer. It features an Intel microprocessor, 256 MB of RAM and 1.4 gigabytes of hard drive. It also has a built-in CD-ROM drive, which can be used to load software programs, play music or watch movies. The computer has a built-in keyboard and mouse, making it easy for users to control the device.

The company's success, however, is not just due to the latest technology. Computer Mark has a strong team of experienced and knowledgeable employees who provide excellent customer service. They are dedicated to helping customers find the best solution for their needs, whether it's a new computer, repair services, or software installation.

In addition to its computer sales and services, Computer Mark also offers a wide range of other products and services, including printers, scanners, and other accessories. They also offer repair and maintenance services to help customers keep their computers running smoothly.

Overall, Computer Mark's success is a testament to the importance of providing high-quality products and services to customers. By staying on top of the latest technology and offering excellent customer service, Computer Mark has built a strong reputation in the Lafayette area and continues to be a trusted source for computer sales and services.